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Dr, van der SPUY (Union of South Africa) (Vice- Chairman of the Committee)

was in the Chair.

14 CONSIDERATION OF STAFF REGULATION 28, ADMINISTRATIVE TRIBUNAs, (Continued)
(document A/L/19)

The CHAIRMAN reminded the committee that before the morning adjournment

they had been discussing the proposal submitted by the Secretariat, a United

States amendment to that proposal, and an amendment proposed by the delegation

of Pakistan. Before calling on other speakers, he asked for an explanation

from the Secretariat.

Mr. MOORE (Secretariat) read the wording proposed for Regulation 28,

including the amendment sum:sted by the delegation of the United States, as

follows:

Regulation 28

Any dispute which cannot be resolved internally arising between
the Organization and a member of .thé staff' regading . the fulfilment
of the contract of the staff member or arising out of disciplinary
action shall be referred for final decision to a tribunal of an
arbitral character which may be designated or, if necessary, established
by the Executive Board until definitive arrangements have been made with
the United Nations.

The CHAIRMAN announced that, as there was no seconder of the proposal

made by the delegation of Pakistan, the proposal submitted by the Secretariat

would be put to the vote.

Decision: The proposal of the Secretariat was adopted.

2 CONSIDERATION OF THE REPORT OF THE WORKING Pi,RTY ON THE 1949
BUDGET (Continued) (Off.Rec.WHO,. 10',' pace 43 )

The CHAIRMAN asked the chairman of the working group, appointed at the

morning meeting to consider the allocation of the undistributed amount of the

1949 budget, to present his report.
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Dr. ROUTLEY (Canada) stated that the working group, composed

of delegates of Canada, France, Norway, the United Kingdom, United

States of America and the USSR, had considered the various suggestions

and unanimously decided to recommend the following allocations of

the sum of 156,068;

I. Publications and Editorial Services,

2. Programmes for allocation by the Executive
Board to increase allowances for malaria,

tuberculosis, venereal diseases, maternal and
child care, public -health administration and

co- ordination of medical conferences:

50,000

700000

3. Administrations 36,00

,w 156,068

Item 2s the working group had not undertaken to divide the

3`70,000, preferring to leave the apportionment to the Executive Board,

vvhich'would take into account the recommendations contained in the

report regarding the sections of the programme which should particularly

be supported.

Item 3t The working group considered the question raised by the

delegate of the United St~.tes of America in regard to salaries and

allowances for the Deputy and the Assistant Directors- General, and was

of the opinion that this was not a matter on which it should, make any

recommendation. Undoubtedly these matters would be considered by the

Executive Board.

On behalf of the working group, Dr. Ro utley moved the adoption

of its report.

The CHAIRMAN expressed satisfaction that the working group had

reached a unanimous decision.

Dr. LEON ('Mexico) regretted that he did not agree with the

working group's decision. He said the group was composed mainly

of delegates who had already made suggestions which
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were generally in agreement, and that other delegates had not had an

opportunity to speak before the group began its work. As the delegate of

India had rightly pointed out, one very important item which had been

forgotten was the amount allocated to regional offices. He referred to

the proposal he had made previously, that the amount 'of 156,068 .be allocated

to regional offices, and his surprise at finding that no amount had been

allocated to that item. His delegation understood that, because drastic

cuts had been made in certain important items, some of the money should be

allocated to some of those items, but wished to submit the following proposal:

That $ 50,000 be allocated to programm6, instead of the $ 7Q,000 .

proposed by the working group; $20,000*o publications and editorial
services; $ 36,068 to administration and $ 50,000 to regional offices.

The CHAIRMAN reminded delegates that this subject had been fully

discussed on the previous day and'thoroughly investigated by, the working

group; he appealed for brevity and avoidance of repetition.

Dr. de Paula SOUZA (Brazil) said that as a member of the Executive

Board, which would have the responsibility of carrying out the recommendations

of the committee, he was concerned as to how the various items of the

programme could be administered without regionalization. He wished that

small regional organizations could be started immediately, but no scheme

had so far been put forward for the regions. He was afraid that the $ 300,000

allocated to the regions would be too uch for a thing when they did not isiow

what it was going to be, or too little for What they wanted it to be.

Dr. GONZALES (Venezuela) apologized for insisting on the question of

regional organization after it had been so fully discussed, but his delegation

felt it to be of the greatest importance. They thought that too large a

central organization at the present stage would be dangerous and that field
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work could best be carried out by the establishment of efficient

regional orga. izationg.

He agreed with the delegate of Mexico and wished to have it on record

that the Venezuelan delegation had always supported the conception that

the work of regional offices should be one of the main objectives of the

Organization. He felt he was speaking not only for Venezuela and the

Americas, but for all other countries interested in regional organization.

The CHAIMaa said they had heard three speakers in succession plead-

ing for an increased allocation for regional organizations. Be asked the

chairman of the working group to indicate to the committee whether the

question of a contribution towards the regions had been considered and, if

so, to what extent.

Dr. ROUTLEY (Canada) explained the difficulties which had confronted

the working¿ coup in the allocation of the limited sum available.. The

group might have made mistakes, but they had given their best judgement

and it was for the committee to determine whether or not they had based

their conclusions upon logic and circumstance and the facts as a whole.

Ho was instructed to say that the group had not underestimated the

importance of the regional programme or of regional offices. They had

presumed that, in suggesting $300,000 for regional offices, the Secretariat

considered that sum would be sufficient to deal adequately with the region-

al aspect of the Organization's activities in 1949, and scope must be left

for regional offices to be financed to some degree by their regional

members.

Dr. Routley said the working group wished to emphasize that it was not
/but it was their

their thought that additional money ; or 'regi.or al of 'iocr: might not be am) /
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opinion that the future of the regional offices was not in jeopardy if

the 000,000 suggested in the budget was made available to them. Its

was net the function of t' working group to enter into debate on the

merits *.r chins cf regional offices, but it was their responsibility

t. in is ..t 3 to the committee why they had allocated the amount In the

:,:.a'.ner in which they did.

Dr. MA NI (India), while a,L,.Ling that the importance of regionalization

. n r ^lized, felt that what had not been realized was that the

a: , :unt ?11( c ated was not sufficient to provide adequate staffs in the

i:'ns to carry out the programme planned by the Organization. He

wishod to second the proposal made by the delegate of Mexico and to

suggest the following re-allocation of the amounts allocated by the

working group;

$50,000 for publication, and editorial services could be
r t.^ined, as recommended by tho working group; $106,000 suggested
for programme and the Director-General's office could be reduced
to x66,000, and the balance of $50,000 could be given to regional
offices, to enable them to have a fair start.

Dr. NAZIF Bey (Egypt) and Dr, CHELLAPAH (Ceylon) supported the

proposal of the delegate of India.

Dr. LEON ('.+.exico) withdrew his proposal in favour of that made by

the delegate of India.

The CHAIRMAN thanked the delegate of Mexico and put to the vote the

amendment proposed to the motion submitted by the Secretariat,

Decision: The amendment was rejected by 22 votes to 14.

Mr. SIEGEL (Secretary) read the proposal submitted by the ;Working

group and a vote was taker_,

Decision; The proposal of the working group was adopted by
25 votes to 11,.
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Dr. ROUTLEY (Canada) moved that the proposal just adopted and

the one adopted at the morning meeting be combined in one proposal,

representing the appropriations for the 1949 budget.

The SECRETARY suggested that Dr. Routley was referring to the

.7orma1 InAlet topprppriation resolution contained, in Q ,R :S . O,y No. 10,

,,o which Dr. Routley agreed.

ac. van Zile HYDE (United States of America) said he would like to

iow how the money would be distributed, and referred to the remarks he

had made at the previous meeting regarding the office of the Director -

General.

. The CHAIRMAN reminded the delegate of the United States of America

that the committee was not competent to discuss the internal arrangements

of the office of the Director -General. They were asked to ap -grove the

budget in total; there would no doubt be an opportunity to raise the

matter again.

Dr. van Zile HYDE (United States of America) said he felt they had

a right to know how the total figures were built up.

The SECRETARY thought the question could be cleared up by reference

to Off.Rec.VO, No. 10, Part III page 52. The Draft Appropriation

Resolution showed the appropriation by the Health Assembly of such sums

as recommended by the committee and set forth certain provisions within'

the appropriation. Following the resolution were a number of tables

indicating the details making up each section of the budget. The set of

working papers which had been before the committee did not represent the

formal budget presentation, nor would they bepart of the formal

appropriation resolution. The details of each section would be included

in the committee's report, which would be ready within a few days. The

matter of internal, organization to which the delegate of the United

States of America had referred appeared to be one to be settled between

the Director -General and the Executive Board.
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The CHAIRMAN asked the delegate of the United States if he was

satisfied with the explanation.

Dr. van Zile HYDE (United States) thought it was important for the

Assembly to give guidance to the Executive Board and the Director-Gee,--1

to how many Assistant Directors -General there should be. He proposed that

for 1949 the Assistant Directors- General should be limited to two.

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that the proposal made by the delegate of

the United States was not in order. If he desired to submit his proposal!

to the Executive Board, ho doubt it would receive full consideration,

Dr. VINOGRADOV (USSR) moved that the committee should vote on the

budget for 1949 as a whole, as proposed by the Chaixmaa of th(. g

;roue.,

Decision: The proposal was adopted by 32 votes, with one against.

The CHAIRMAN asked the Rapporteur, in consultation with the Secretariat,

to prepare a report concerning the 1949 budget, to be submitted to thé Health

Assembly,

On behalf of the committee, he thanked the chairman of thé working

group for the hard work accomplished. He also spoke of the excellent work

do ,e by the Secretariat,

3, PROPOSAL SUBMITTED BY THE DELEGATION OF FRANCE (aocuinént A/ F/33)

M. RtPFLRD (France) in submitting his proposal, stated that it had

been based on considerations of an ecnnomlo character. Many countries

that were Members of WHO were in an im-rovc;rished condition as a result of

the war, and consequently unable to sustain und,..-a financi.-7 llurdens4
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Dr. EVLNG (Norway) suggested that the proposal might be out of order

as the committee was considering the budget for 1949. Decisions prejudging

decisions of the second World Health Lsseribly could not be taken.

Dr. CJMERON (Canada) seconded the proposal of the delegate of France.

The proposal aid not, in' his opinion, attempt to prejudge the decisions of

the second Health kssembly. It was meant simply as c'caution, in view of

the fact that the budget cuts agreed upon had not resulted in the elimination

of any item of the programme. The cuts had been achieved in many cases by

undertaking to delay action, including postponement of recruitment of certain

staff until the latter half of 1949, and no action had been taken to limit

the number of posts in the secretariat

Dr. CHISHOLM (executive Secretary of the Interim Commission) explained

that the resolution, if adopted, .:ould necessitate the_ recruitment of staff

on a temporary basis, without security of tenure or pension rights which

would make it difficult to recruit suitable personnel. He noted that the

level, of expenditure of the Orgrnization te`wards the end of 1949 would be

above the $.5,000,000 per annum basis, as the recruitment of new staff would

$eke place mostly in the second half of the year. He suggested that the

proposal should be referred to the second World Health Lssembly for consider

aticn.

The CH1 RMLN suggested that the Secretariat should be requested to

submit the document to the Executive Board for consideration at the appropriate

time.

Dr. EVLNG (Norway) strongly opposed the suggestion. The ,'..astic cuts

made in the 1949 budget had made it impossible for WHO to carry out Its

programme in full. He saw in the French proposal an attempt to fix the

budget for the succeeding tyro years at the same starvation level, and moved

that no action be taken.
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The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the proposal of the delegate of Norway.

Decision: It was adopted by 19 votes to 9.

The CHAIRMAN stated that, in consequence, the proposal of the delegate

of France would fall.

4. 12.2.6 SCALE OF CONTRIBUTIONS (Off.Rec.WHO, 10, page 39, and
A AF 22Documents A /AF /4, Rev. 1, A /AF /217 and /ÁF/32.

Dr. MANI (India) presented the report of the working party

(document A /AF /29). He read the part of the report dealing with the

first two items of the working party's terms of reference, and formally

moved the adoption of the following two resolutions:

RESOLVED, that the percentages and units of contributions shown
in document 'A /AF /4 Rev.l are assessed according to the UN

criteria in assessing its Members for the years 1948 -49.

RESOLVED, that the unit system of assessment be adopted in
assessing contributions of the Members of WHO.

Dr. van Zile HYDE (United States of America) noted that the report

was not a unanimous one. He recalled the position taken by the United

States Government on the question, as set forth in document A /AF /23, and

observed that a further paper (document A /AF /32) had also been presented

by his delegation, the contents of which he summarized. The United States

Government considered it an important matter of principle that specialized

agencies should be considered on their merits, and that a scale of

contributions fixed for a different type cf organization should not be

followed. There was a danger also that, in adopting the UN scale, the

future development of WHO might be hampered. He noted that, in the

report of the working group on page 2, it was stated that the

resolution relating to the unit system had been unanimously agreed.
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He pointed out that the United States delegation had reserved its

position on the subject. He stated that, if the report of the working

party was adopted, the United States delegation reserved its right to

discuss the matter further in plenary session.

Mr. LANDALE (Australia), while not opposed to the use of the unit

system as an initial measure, felt that the percentage system should be

introduced when WHO's position had become stabilized. He therefore

proposed the following addition to the end of the resolutions

".... for the years 1948 -49 and that the system of

assessment shall be reconsidered at the second World
Health Assembly.

Dr. MANI (India) accepted the amendment proposed by the delegate

of Australia, as it was already implicit in the proposal.

Dr. HÓJER (Sweden) seconded the Australian amendment.

Dr. GEAR (Union of South Africa) stated that his government was

willing to accept a larger share of the expenses of WHO, which might

be entailed by the revision of the scale of contributions.

The CHAIRMAN put to the vote the two resolutions proposed by the

working party, the second as amended by the delegate of Australia.

Decision: The resolutions were adopted by 26 votes to 2.

Dr. MANI (India) then presented the part of the report dealing

with the method of assessment Hof Members of WHO who were not Members

of UN. In regard to the resolution, he observed that no scale

had been established for San Marino as it was not yet a member of WHO

With regard to Monaco, the working party had followed the principle
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laid down by UN and adopted the minimum assessment of five units,

Át this point Dr, taepr zak (Poland) took the chair.

ROSEMAN (United States of America) objected to the

c ^ntribut.on fixed for Monaco, on the ground that it was based

entirely on the UN scale, which was not a proper scale to be applied

to WIIO ,,

M. LC:2 (Monaco) commented on the smallness of his country and

its necessarily modest budget,, Fie thanked the delegate of the

United States for his support in . the effort to keep .Monaco t s

assessment as low as possible.,

Decisions The resolution was adopted, an objection by the
United 'States delegation being recorded,

-

Dr- MANI (India) presented the remainder of the report and

proposed the adoption of the reso1'- 'ion at the bottom of page 2

to the second part of which was added a similar amendment to that

proposed by the delegate of Australia - and the scales of

contributions on pages 3 and ï 

Dr. GEAR (Union of South Africa) asked whether the working

party was making a; formal recommendation that the question of the

fixing of maximum and minimum contributions should be referred °ice. i;h4

Executive Board for study and recommendation.

The SECRET. RY, in reply, stated that the second-part of the

resolution contained in document A/AF /2J,. covered -the point raised.

Dr, GEAR (Union of South Africa) accepted the explanation, on

receiving an assurance that it meant that the Executive Board would

study the question.. Be asked that the principles stated in

earlier discussions by the South African delegation should be kept

in niii.a by the Executive Board in making the study,
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LAND.ALE (Australia) wished it placed on record that the

delegation of Australia opposed the fixing of maximum or minimum

contributions,

. Decision: The report Of the working party was adopted, an
objection by the United. States delegation being recordedL

The CHAIRMAN expressed the committee's thanks to the Chairman

of the working party for the excellent work accomplished,

5. 12.2,9 BUDGET AND FINANCING FOR 1948 (Off,,Rec,4iBO, 10, page 56,
and Document Sr40)

Mr, ROSEML1N (United States of azerica) recalecl t'.....t .'`

previous meeting the sum of y%4,800,000 had been accepted provisionally

for the 1948 budget, subject to farther consideration after the

1949 budget was adopted. He proposed that the budget for 1948 should

be fixed in that sum but that the amount of the budget to be

allocated to regional activities be proportionate to the corresponding

allocation for 1949 and that similar adjustments should be made in

other items to make them correspond to the 194.9 budget, Be was

particularly concerner that provision should be made for regional

organizations and thought that the Executive Board should give

consideration to the starting of the work of the regional offices

as early as possible in 1949..

In reply to an enquiry by the delegate of the United

Kingdom, the SECRETARY stated that the delegate of Canada had

introduced a' proposal regarding the 194:8 budget which _.nciuded

an appropriation resolution and a resolution pertai'L:.ng to Lhe

working capital fund (document 4/ÁF/28). The proposal had been

accepted provisionally: with the und.ers ta adi rg that after the

1949 budget had been approved the question would be once more

placed before the committee.
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Mr BONDS (United Kingdom) proposed the sty o#` k OOO;,OOO

for the total budget for 1948, as a figlare between the amount that

would have boon expended by the Interim ° missi©n if it had

continued its exietenoe for the whole of 1948 awl that of tho budget

for 1949. He reminded delegates also that soon after the 1948

contributions wore paid, those for 1949 would fall due. The proposed

total of %4,000,000 would include the redemption of the debt to the

United Nations,

The separate figures were as follows:

PARTI s'

Organizational meetings 35,000

PART II

Secretariat 648,000
Other offices and regional activities 15,500
Technical services 87,500
Technical meetings 64 000

Total, Part II 850,000

PART III

Working capital fund 850,000
Contingency fund, including Executive
Board special fund 1501000.

Total, Part III 1,000,000

Total, Parts I, II and III 1,850,000

PART IV

Redemption of debt to UN 2 150 000

Total, all parts 4,000,000

Be explained that the contingency fund and the Executive Board

special fund should be combined, but that it was considered a sounder

working practice to keep the working capital fund as a separate unit,

He also stated that the Advisory Committee on Administration and

Budgetary Questions of the United Nations had expressed the opinion

that the working capital funds of specialized agencies should not be

much in excess of %1,000,000 or one fifth of the budget.
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Dr. Routley (Canada) formally moved the adoption of his proposal

(document A /AF /28) and said he regarded the .United Kingdom proposal

as an amendment to it,

Mr. MADAM (Pakistan) seconded the United Kingdom amendment.

Mr.SIEGEL (Secretary) anphasized that a working capital fund

of g 1;000 1000 or of % 850,000 as proposed by the United Kingdom

delegate, would not permit the Organization to be financed. A sum

of not less than % 1,650,000 as proposed by the delegate of Canada

was necessary, and if possible, half the budget should be allocated

to the working capital fund. He reminded delegates that government

contributions in many cases were not paid Until the middle of the

year and it as therefore necessary to have an adequate working capital

fund with which to carry on the Organization. Regarding the expression

of opinion by the United Nations Advisory Committee on Administration

and Budgetary Questions, he thought that that opinion was based on
4

the assumption that the United Nations itself.would advance sums,to
specialized

agencies from its working capital fund. That assumption appeared to

be incorrect, as the United Nations had made it clear that sums advanced

to the Interim Commission should be re -paid and that no further advances

to WHO could be expected.

Mr, ROSEMAN (United States of America) supported the remarks of

the Secretary regarding the importance of the working capital fund.

He said his delegation felt a special-responsibility, because, under

their legislative procedure, the United States contributioncould not

be paid until after 1 July. He pointed out that the working capital

fund was both an emergency fund and a fund to finance the Organization,

and he felt that the sum proposed by the Canadian delegation was not

too large to cover those two potentialities. Under paragraph V1 of

document A /AP /28 any unexpended balances could be used to augment

those resources.

Mr. Roseman said he believed the working capital fund of the

United Nations was approximately the amount of one year's budget.
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The CHAIRMAN then put the United Kingdom amendment to the vote.

Decision: The amendment was rejected.

Dr. NAZIF Bey (Egypt) seconded the United States amendment,

which .was read to the committee by the Secretary.

,Mr..ROSEMAN (United States) said he wished to ad& to'his

proposal a proviso that the working'capital fund be established

at % 1,650,000 and that repayment be made to the United Nations

of the debt incurred by the Interim Commission.

Dr. ROUTLEY (Canada) thought the effect of the United States

proposal was to bring the 1948 budget into harmony with the con-

ditions implicit in the 1989 budget; in which case he did not see

the necessity for the amendment. He felt the question was fully

covered by paragraph V1 of the Canadian proposal and asked if thee

United States delegation wished to press their amendment.

Mr. ROSEMAN (United States) thought the Canadian proposal seemed

to limit the amount available for regional activities to not more

than % 15,500.

The SECRETARY explained that the amount of g 15500 shown in

document A /AF /28 was only in respect of the office at Singapore. When

the budget w as drawn up, no provision had been made for regional offices

in 1948, because the question had not been dealt with until this Health

Assembly. He thought it was quite clear, in the resolution adopted

by the Assembly in plenary session, that regional organization should

begin in 1949.

Dr. ROUTLEY (Canada) thought that the authorization givo..to the

Director -General in paragraph III of the Canadian proposal provided

the necessary authority for the Executive Board to deal with the

it am of % 15,500.

Mr. ROSKiAN (United States) agreed with the delegate of Canada,

but said h2 would feel happier if some reference were made in the

report to be presented by the committee to the Assembly regarding the

carrying out of the spirit of the 1948 budget in the 1949 budget. In

r
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that case he would be willing to withdraw his resolution. As it

stood at present, the budget did not take into consideration the

action which the assembly had since taken.

The CHAIRMAN thanked the delegate of the United States for

withdrawing his amendment and said the necessary reference would

be made in the Rapporteur's statement.

Decision: The proposal made by the delegation of Canada
(document A AF /28) was adopted.

The meeting rose at 5.40 p.m.


